I already read that book! Now what?

TRY THESE READ-ALIKES!

MORE ADVENTURE...

The Adventurers Guild (Series)
by Zack Loran Clark
This action-packed fantasy series centers on best friends Zed and Brock, and their work with the Adventurers Guild, their cities last line of defense against unnatural creature known as the Dangers.
MORE DRAGONS…

Dragons in a Bag by Zetta Elliot
Jaxon must help an old woman his mother calls “Ma” deliver dragons to a magical realm where they will be safe. But when the dragons escape, Jax and his friends have to find them before it’s too late.

The Dragon with a Chocolate Heart by Stephanie Burgis
Aventurine, the strongest dragon of the mountains, is tricked into drinking a magic cup of hot chocolate that turns her into a human girl. Now she is on a quest to the human world to learn the secrets of her newfound passion….chocolate!

The Fire Within (Series) by Chris D’Lacey
Twenty-year-old David Rain is the newest tenant of Elizabeth “Liz” Pennykettle, an eccentric potter who makes beautiful clay dragons. There is more to these dragons than meets the eye, and David discovers a secret world of magic and mystery.

How to Train Your Dragon (Series) by Cressida Cowell
Check out the books that inspired the hit DreamWorks movies! To become a proper Viking, young Hiccup must capture and properly train his new dragon by the Thor’sday Thursday celebration. If he can’t manage to train his new dragon Toothless, the two of them will be banished from Berk forever.

MORE ANIMALS…

Forest of Wonders (Series) by Linda Sue Park
When young Raffa creates a cure for an injured bat, it ends up transforming the creature and causing havoc. He must now journey to forbidden city of Gilden to learn the secrets of botany and the animals he vowed to protect.

The Guardian Herd: Starfire (Series) by Jenifer Lynn Alvarez
Star is a black foal, fabled to bring the flying horses of Anok together… or to destroy them. His daring escape from fearful leaders turns into a thrilling battle of good and evil.